To show the efficacy of autonomous underwater technologies in basic applications that are of value to the Coast Guard. Operationally, the AUV will scan harbor bottoms, seawalls and ship hulls.
LONG-TERM GOALS
To show the efficacy of autonomous underwater technologies in basic applications that are of value to the Coast Guard. Operationally, the AUV will scan harbor bottoms, seawalls and ship hulls.
OBJECTIVES
Continuing testing of Laser Line Scanner (ROBOT) using the remotely controllable underwater vehicle ROVEX Modify the current Laser Line Scanning system to allow for the scanning of objects off to either side or above or below an AUV as required for scanning seawalls, harbor bottoms and ship hulls. The new Laser Line Scanning payload will be reduced in size to work with the new 12.75" diameter AUV.
To integrate the ONR developed micro-modem with the AUV to facilitate the Coast Guards request that the AUV be able to operate under topside supervisory control. The use of these micromodems will allow monitoring of the vehicle and the imaging sensor status via an acoustic communication link. Efforts will be made to electronically integrate the topside acoustic modem unit with the Ultra Short Baseline (USBL) acoustic tracking system thereby simplifying the required hardware, provide acoustic transmission synchronization and combine the modem and USBL topside transducers into to a single hydrophone assembly.
Work with NUWC toward the potential integration of the Laser Line Scanner/Mobile Inspection Package (ONR Award # N00014-03-1-0708 and # N00014-03-1-0750) with their 12.75" AUV.
Develop for the above Coast Guard tasks additional AUV mission control path planning routines, surface following controller and asynchronous data fusion software.
Conduct demonstrations of the AUV as a sensor platform in support of the USCG Port security efforts. USF will design and fabricate a 12.75" diameter payload housing the ROBOT system (Figures 1, 2 and 3) that will adapt to ROVEX and will work as part of the Mobile Inspection Package (MIP). ROVEX will be used to operate the payload until USF takes delivery of the Bluefin 12 UUV in May of 2005 (ONR Awards N00014-02-1-0719 and N00014-02-1-0825).
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USF will subcontract the acoustic modem work to Lee Freitag at WHOI and will work with Bluefin to integrate this system with their 12.75" UUV. USF will also coordinate with ORE for the integration of the micro-modem with their TrackPoint II USBL system. USF will attend NUWC's 12.75" AUV design review and will meet with NUWC to work towards the integration of the MIP with NUWC's vehicle. 
WORK COMPLETED
Designed, fabricated, and integrated 12.75" diameter Laser Line Scanner payload to work with the MIP and with ROVEX (also ONR# N00014-03-1-0708). The payload was designed to look up, down and sideways to scan ship hulls, seafloors and seawalls. The payload was built to work with the new 12.75" standard vehicles.
Micro-modem design has been subcontracted and work is proceeding towards completion. Attended NUWC 12.75" vehicle design review meeting. Conducted four one-week operations with the MIP configured with the Laser Line Scanning and ISS laser scaling camera payload during the months of February, April, July and September of 2003. Operations were conducted in the Port of St. Petersburg and just north of the ship channel outside of Tampa Bay to work in real world conditions. The February operations were conducted with the assistance of the local Coast Guard Aids to Navigation group and utilizing their Construction Tender Vise as a scanning target.
Data was collected with the Laser Line Scanning and the ISS laser scaling camera payload (ONR Award # N00014-03-1-0750).
ONGOING TASKS
Bluefin AUV will not be delivered until May of 2005 so work on the AUV mission control path planning routines, surface following controller and asynchronous data fusion software has not been completed.
RELATED PROJECTS
This project is for the development of Advanced Port Security Systems. Related projects would include ONR# N00014-03-1-0708, Development of a Mobile Inspection Platform, ONR# N00014-03-1-0750, Testing and Evaluation of the Mobile Inspection Platform, ONR# N00014-02-1-0719 and ONR# N00014-02-1-0825, Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for Homeland Defense.
